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Architectural Acoustics
For any room a good sound and acoustic comfort is one of the obligatory
requirements, like the presence of
enough light or the ventilation system.
They are commercial and home cinemas, rehearsal halls, halls of the public
premises, railway and airport halls, negotiation rooms, studio premises, gyms,
office premises of the “open-air” type etc.
It is necessary to solve several, often
contradictory, acoustic tasks at the same
time for the premises like those.
Our engineers are able to consult on any
issues of the complex sound and vibration, and the professional equipment allows to make all the necessary acoustic
measurements. The professional skills of
our Engineer Department were checked
on real tasks for many times and obtained the highest grades from our customers.
At different times the specialists of
the Acoustic Group worked at the reconstruction projects of the Bolshoi
Theatre, the Moscow Conservatory
named by P.I. Tchaikovsky, the Theatre of Nations, the Republic Palace
(Almaty) and many others.

Our services:


ACOUSTIC DESIGN



ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS
AND CALCULATIONS



ACOUSTIC MODELING



PROJECT DESIGN
OF THE SOUND ABSORPTION

Our advantage:


PROFESSIONAL ACOUSTIC
ENGINEERS



WORLDWIDE EXPERIENCE



MORE THAN 1000 REALIZED
OBJECTS



OWN MEASUREMENTS
LABORATORY, R&D DEPARTMENT

Engineer Department
The experience obtained during 20 years of work at complicated projects allows the Acoustic Group to provide the complete
range of services on the acoustic project design and monitoring
of construction and assembly works with the provision of the real
guarantees of the final result. We have extensive experience in
long-term partnerships with leading global companies.

Our company has own science and technical department, which
possesses a complex of the modern means for the acoustic
measurements (the system of reverberant chambers, precision
sound level meters etc.).
The project department includes 7 employees, 4 of them are the
PhD of Technical, Physics and Mathematics Science.
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President
of the Acoustic Group

Executive director
of the Acoustic Group

Head of Engineering Consulting
of the Acoustic Group,
project engineer

Leading Acoustic Consultant,
project engineer

PhD, author of several patents
and many articles about the
architectural and building
acoustics, a repeated participant
of the international science
acoustic conferences.

PhD, author of several patents
and many articles about
the architectural and building
acoustics.

Has a huge practical experience
in solving problems in the field
of building and architectural
acoustics: from the vibration
isolation of engineering equipment to the acoustic design
of concert halls and studios.

PhD, a member of the Russian
Acoustic Society and the ASA
(Acoustical Society of America),
the author of many articles
about the architectural and
building acoustics.

Acoustic design
As distinct from the consulting services, the acoustic design is
initially a complex of arrangements. In the process of its execution
the natural and laboratory measurements are made, the acoustic
research of the object, the design of the test physics and mathematics models, development of the technical documentation and
agreeing on it with the government control authorities.
The Acoustic Project Design is an official document which is a special chapter of the project construction design documentation of
the object.
This type of the project design covers the issues of the architectural and construction acoustics, where the architectural acoustics
means the arrangements to create the required acoustic surrounding, and the competence of the construction acoustics includes the
tasks of the sound and vibration absorption of the premises of different types and purpose.
To calculate all the required acoustic parameters of the architectural acoustics our engineers apply two main software envelopes
to simulate the halls with the natural acoustics and with the usage
of the systems of the loudspeakrs: ODEON 12.12 and EASE 4.3.

The example of the acoustic model of the Great Hall Zaryadye
The model was built in the complex ODEON 12.12

Acoustic measurements and calculations
The natural acoustic measurements, like medical laboratory research,
allow to “diagnose” in a correct way, and, what is the most important, to make an accurate forecast for the results of the “treatment”.
The measurements made by engineers of Acoustic Group, define the
correspondence of the actual acoustic characteristics to the required
ones and allow to estimate independently the effectiveness of the
executed sound absorbing arrangements.
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